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A pandemic influenza outbreak has the potential to place a significant burden on healthcare systems. 
Therefore, the capacity to monitor and predict its evolution as data progressively accumulate is a key 
component of preparedness strategies for prompt public health response. 
 
Traditionally, mechanistic transmission models, approximating the unobserved disease dynamics, 
linked to relevant data are used to investigate epidemic development. Statistical approaches for real 
time monitoring of an epidemic, through the estimation of the parameters of the mechanistic model 
from the observed information, have been adopted for a number if infectious diseases (e.g. Jewell et 
al., 2009; Ong et al., 2010; Dukic et al, 2012; Dureau et al, 2013; Camacho et al., 2015). In these 
examples, however, the availability of direct data on the number of new cases of an infectious disease 
over time is typically assumed.  In practice, as illustrated by the 2009 outbreak of pandemic H1N1pdm 
influenza in UK, direct data are seldom available and, more realistically, multiple sources of data exist, 
each indirectly informing the epidemic evolution, each subject to possible sources of bias. These data 
come from routine influenza surveillance systems reporting interactions with healthcare service and 
are often biased towards the more severe cases; subject to the healthcare-seeking behaviours of the 
population and, therefore, contaminated with cases of people experiencing illness. These features call 
for more complex modelling, requiring the synthesis of information from a range of data sources in 
real time. 
 
In Birrell et al. 2016, 2018, a Bayesian framework is developed to address this problem. As data 
accumulate over time, posterior distributions of relevant parameters/quantities are derived through 
a Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) algorithm that combines posteriors at time t and incoming new data 
at time t+1 to provide updated posteriors at time t+1. SMC also automatically provides all the 
necessary quantities to carry out one-step ahead probabilistic forecasts of incoming data, allowing 
prompt checks of model adequacy and, if necessary, swift adaptations of the model.  
 
This projects aims to develop the work in Birrell et al, 2018 in three directions, to investigate 
alternative sequential algorithms, extend the types of models considered and investigate the use of 
alternative data sources. 
 

1. The current SMC algorithm works very smoothly when incoming data follow a stable pattern 
and can be easily automated using standard SMC algorithms as previously done in the 
literature (e.g. Ong et al., 2010; Dukic et al, 2012). However, in the likely presence of 
interventions or any other event that may provide a shock to the surveillance data, careful 
tuning of the algorithm is necessary. Methods for adapting SMC algorithms in rapidly-
changing environments have been proposed but yet to be applied in epidemic settings (e.g. 
Nemeth et al, 2015). 

 
2. Until now the models considered have assumed deterministic disease dynamics and limited 

stochasticity to the observational part of the model. More realistically, elements of 
randomness could be included in the transmission component of the model to account for 
un-measurable variability in the transmission process and to make the model more robust to 
possible model miss-specification. Adding stochasticity to an epidemic model typically adds 
computational burden to the estimation procedure, requiring the investigation of efficient 
algorithms to obtain samples from posterior distributions. This part of the project will build 
on the progress made in 1. 



 
3. Incorporation of data from non-traditional sources of surveillance such as user-generated 

internet content and absenteeism information. 
 
 
This project would suit a student motivated to solve substantive public health problem and interested 
in learning about Bayesian inference and investigating cutting edge sampling algorithms.  
The work is in collaboration with Public Health England and the post will be part of an EPSRC funded 
cross-institution research team developing Bayesian and computational statistical methods, 
motivated by and applied to a range of Health Science Applications involving Big Data. This cross-
institutional team includes researchers at the Universities of Bristol, Cambridge, Lancaster and 
Warwick and active collaboration is expected. 
 
 
Start date:  Easter Term (April) or Michaelmas Term (October) 2019 
 
All application queries regarding eligibility should be directed to phdstudy@mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk  
 
How to Apply: Applications should be made on-line via www.graduate.study.cam.ac.uk/applicant-
portal selecting course details MDBI22 PhD in Biostatistics 
 
Deadline for applications: 3rd January 2019 
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